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Concrete Products is the oldest and largest Ready Mix Concrete, Masonry Block,
Paving Stone, and Landscape Wall producer in Newfoundland and Labrador. We
have been dedicated to serving the concrete needs of our province for over
seventy years. With a large modern fleet of ready mix trucks, stone slingers,
concrete pump trucks, and a state of the art block and paver production facility,
we are well equipped to continue this dedicated service.
Concrete Products is the only producer of Keystone Retaining Wall units in
Eastern Canada. Keystone Retaining Walls set the worldwide standard for
excellence and innovation within the segmental retaining wall industry. We are
also the only producer in Newfoundland of retaining wall systems by RisiStone,
the innovative creators of the Pisa2 retaining wall block. Concrete Products has
diversified it’s product line to include clay brick and stone veneer products
through internationally recognized suppliers Brampton Brick, Permacon and
Canyon Stone Canada. A relationship with Oaks Concrete Products, a Brampton
Brick subsidiary company, has also been established to provide the Newfoundland
market with an expansive range of paving stone products.
Concrete Products is a subsidiary company of Newcrete Investments,
Newfoundland and Labrador’s largest concrete company. Newcrete is comprised
of a number of companies including:
Capital Ready Mix
Capital Precast
Concrete Products

www.newcrete.ca

City Concrete
Avalon Ready Mix
Central Precast & Ready Mix

From East White Hills,

to our manufacturing plant,

to your backyard!
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Paving Stones
Make your outdoor living space as unique as you are.
From classic to modern, our paving stones come in a
a vast range of shapes, colors, textures and sizes,

We manufacture our own lines of paving stones
as well as retail three internationally recognized brands
of paving stone products, through our suppliers
Oaks Concrete Products, Permacon and Techo-Bloc.

providing the design versatility to transform your
landscape into whatever you can dream of.
Turn walkways, patios, pool decks and driveways
into timeless works of art that you will
cherish for a lifetime.
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A classic design, the Holland paver offers the old world charm of a single brick shape combined with
the renowned durability of interlocking concrete pavers. Available in a wide variety of colors,
the Holland paver can be used to create simple patterns to the most intricate designs.

Red

Common Grey

Charcoal

Single Holland

Mocha Blend

Chamois Blend

Granite

Double Holland
* Stock Colours: Charcoal & Common Grey

Imperial - 2.4”h x 4”w x 8”l
Metric - 60mm x 100mm x 200mm
Wt. / Piece KG (lbs) - 2.7 (6)

Imperial - 2.4”h x 8”w x 8”l
Metric - 60mm x 200mm x 200mm
Wt. / Piece KG (lbs) - 5.4 (12)

* available in other colours and tumbled
through special order

Classic
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Distinctively textured with the look of weathered natural stone, the Heritage paver
accents any home and is well suited to high traffic areas such as driveways and walkways.

Granite

Chamois Blend

Mocha Blend

* tumbled products are special order

6X6
Imperial: 2.4”h x 6”w x 6”l
Metric: 60mm x 152mm x 152mm
Wt. / Piece KG (lbs) - 3.5 (7.6)
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6X9
Imperial: 2.4”h x 6”w x 9”l
Metric: 60mm x 152mm x 229mm
Wt. / Piece KG (lbs) - 5.3 (11.6)

Distinct

Tumbled 6X6
Imperial: 2.4”h x 6”w x 6”l
Metric: 60mm x 152mm x 152mm
Wt. / Piece KG (lbs) - 3.5 (7.6)

Tumbled 6X9
Imperial: 2.4”h x 6”w x 9”l
Metric: 60mm x 152mm x 229mm
Wt. / Piece KG (lbs) - 5.3 (11.6)

Perfect for patios and pool decks, the smooth surface, clean
edges and reduced joint spacing of Molina slab give your exterior
floors a sumptuous and refined look. Also available in an 80mm
for light traffic areas like driveways and parking spaces.
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Inspired by nature, Oaks pavers & slabs are available in a myriad of colours, sizes and
design options to deliver, durability and a lifetime of enjoyment. As an extension of
your outdoor space should compliment your property, enhancing its curb appeal.

With a subtle texture and a palette of earth tones,
creamy whites and marble greys, the durable 80mm
& 50mm slab is suitable for almost any living space.
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Ridgefield offers modern engineering and incredible versatility. This 70mm (2.76”) durable
paver is ideal for high-traffic areas such as driveways, patios, and walkways. Choose between
a dynamically textured finish or a sleek, smooth finish. You can even combine the two for a
unique blend of traditional and modern styling!
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Executive
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Cultured & Natural

Clean lines, appealing earth tones and several sizes
make it an ideal choice for creating a relaxed vibe.
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Oaks landscape products give you all the tools you need to inspire your project
and start planning something spectacular. This creative process can be daunting.
We can help!
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Relaxed & Unique
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Shapes and colors. Scales and proportions. Materials and finishes. This is where every
element comes to play in a perfectly orchestrated game of style mastery. We’ve
curated the best design ideas for your next landscaping project that will be sure to
wow even the toughest of critics!
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Textures & Scale

The simplicity of everyday life, the comfort of being at home. Welcome all these moments
that make this life, your life. Bringing together the various surface finishes allows you to create
spaces in perfect harmony. The collections make it easy to define the character of your landscape,
because they were designed to combine well with each other

Natural
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York Step

Imperial: 6”h x 15”w x 60”l
Metric: 152mm x 381mm x 1524mm
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Rock Garden
Brown

Riviera

Chocolate Brown

Smooth or textured, Concrete Products curb and step products
offer an ideal accent for our pavers and walls, allowing you to be creative with
one-of-a kind finishing touches to walkways, driveways and garden beds.

Aria Step
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CHAMPAGNE SMOOTH (TOP)
CHAMPAGNE EMBOSSED (BOTTOM)

Imperial: 6.5”h x 15.75”w x 47.24”l
Metric: 165mm x 400mm x 1200mm

s

GREYFIELD SMOOTH (TOP)
GREYFIELD EMBOSSED (BOTTOM)

MILANO SMOOTH (TOP)
MILANO EMBOSSED (BOTTOM)

* Available with a reversible smooth and textured face

Nueva Step
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CHAMPAGNE

Imperial: 5.91”h x 15.75”w x 47.24”l
Metric: 150mm x 400mm x 1200mm
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CLOUDBURST
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FENNELL

MARBLE GREY

TWILIGHT

Stability
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Landscape Walls
Looking to optimize your outdoor living space? Our
versatile line of structural, decorative and free-standing
retaining wall products can be used to widen driveways,
walkways, or create space in an outdoor patio area.
With a wide variety of colors, sizes and textures,
our precisely manufactured products will allow your

We manufacture each of our retaining wall
products under license agreements
established with reputable international
retaining wall companies.

creative designs to become a reality. Build planters,
garden borders, tree rings, lawn or sidewalk edging,
pillars, or a fire pit to add instant curb appeal to
your property. Aesthetic detail in design will
put your home in a class all its own.
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Perfect for small walls and the do-it-yourself project, Keystone Garden Wall has the
natural look of quarried stone and earth tone colors to blend with any landscape.

Granite Blend
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Charcoal

Red Blend

Mocha Blend

Losa Coping Unit

Garden Wall Block

3” Coping Unit

Imperial: 4”h x 13”l x 9”d
Metric: 101mm x 330mm x 229mm
Wt. / Piece KG (lbs) - 14.3 (31.5)

Imperial: 3”h x 18”l x 12”d
Metric: 76mm x 457mm x 305mm
Wt. / Piece KG (lbs) - 21.4 (47.2)

Simple

Chamois Blend

Imperial: 3”h x 24”l x 12”d
Metric: 76mm x 610mm x 305mm
Wt. / Piece KG (lbs) - 28.5 (62.8)

* 3” coping unit available in Charcoal & Common Grey
* 3” coping unit available with textured surface on one side or both sides

StackStone
StackStone is designed for small garden walls, short runs of free-standing patio walls,
attractive edging details, window wells and tree rings. The symmetrical geometry of
StackStone wall units assures a perfect fit every time, in straight walls, curves and corners.

Red Blend

Mocha Blend

Coping Unit
Imperial: 4”h x 8”w x 8”d
Metric: 102mm x 203mm x 203mm
Wt. / Piece KG (lbs) - 7.6 (16.7)

Aesthetic

Granite Blend

StackStone Unit
Imperial: 4”h x 8”w x 8”d
Metric: 102mm x 203mm x 203mm
Wt. / Piece KG (lbs) - 7.6 (16.7)

Chamois Blend

* Roman Stackstone available (tumbled)
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The most versatile block we produce for your Do-It-Yourselfer. Featuring a weathered and tumbled look.
A One-Size-One-Block system that can be utilized as the building block and coping. An efficient and
cost-effective option for Small and Free Standing Walls, Pillars, Planters, BBQ’s, Fire Pits and more.

Granite

Charcoal

Imperial: 4”h x 8”w x 12”d
Metric: 102mm x 203mm x 305mm
Wt. / Piece KG (lbs) - 14.1 (31)

* Available Non-Tumbled. Special Order
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Versatile

With unmatched strength, stability, and a rugged appeal, the Verazzo Stone is
perfect for free standing or small walls, with angles and textures on two sides,
providing exceptional design versatility to blend with any landscape.

Non Tumbled

Chamois Blend
* sold as a three (3) combo bundle

Granite
* avaialble in non-tumbled, special order only

Mocha Blend
* Copings available in Charcoal or Common Grey

3” Coping Unit

Small Unit

Medium Unit

Large Unit

Imperial: 6”h x 6”w x 10”d
Metric: 152mm x 152mm x 254mm
Wt. / Piece KG (lbs) - 12.25 (27)

Imperial: ”6h x ”10w x 10”d
Metric: 152mm x 254mm x 254mm
Wt. / Piece KG (lbs) - 15.88 (35)

Imperial: 6”h x 16”w x 10”ld
Metric: 152mm x 406mm x 254mm
Wt. / Piece KG (lbs) - 30.84 (68)

Rugged

Losa Coping Unit

Length - 2.4” (60mm)
Diameter - 0.4” (10mm)

Each Verazzo stone comes with two (2)
alignment pins. The pins are designed
for ease of installment and to enhance
the overall alignment of the wall.
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Pisa2
Pisa2 retaining walls offer the flexibility of design and the quarried stone appearance that architects, engineers,
contractors and homeowners are looking for. Ideal for grade changes, the Pisa2 can be used to increase the
amount of usable space for patios, terraces and parking. Great for small to medium walls, stairs and beds.

Mocha Blend

Granite

Chamois Blend

* Roman Pisa available (tumbled)

3” Coping Unit
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Straight Unit

Tapered Unit

Imperial: 6”h x 8”w x 12”d
Metric: 150mm x 203mm x 300mm
Wt. / Piece KG (lbs) - 19.4 (42.8)

Imperial: 6”h x 8”w x 12”d
Metric: 150mm x 203mm x 300mm
Wt. / Piece KG (lbs) - 19.4 (42.8)

Corner Unit
Imperial: 6”h x 8”w x 12”d
Metric: 150mm x 203mm x 300mm
Wt. / Piece KG (lbs) - 20.1 (44.3)

Imperial: 3”h x 18”l x 12”d
Metric: 76mm x 457mm x 305mm
Wt. / Piece KG (lbs) - 21.4 (47.2)

* 3” Copings Available in Charcoal

Flexibility

The #1 medium to large retaining wall product on the market, the
Keystone Compac features an open core design and pin connection system that is
trusted by engineers and contractors around the world.

Common Grey

Chamois Blend

Granite

Charcoal

*coping unit available with textured surface on one side or both sides

Fiberglass Pins

* coping unit available in Charcoal and Common Grey

Each Compac block comes
with two (2) fiberglass pins.
The pins feature 6,400 psi
shear strength and are used
for wall stability and
alignment.

Compac Unit

Corner Unit

4” Coping Unit

Imperial: 8”h x 18”w x 12”d
Metric: 203mm x 457mm x 305mm
Wt. / Piece KG (lbs) - 36 (80)

Imperial: 8”h x 18”w x 9”d
Metric: 203mm x 457mm x 229mm
Wt. / Piece KG (lbs) - 50 (110)

Imperial: 4”h x 18”l x 12”d
Metric: 101mm x 457mm x 305mm
Wt. / Piece KG (lbs) - 28.5 (62.8))

Robust

Mocha Blend

Length - 5” (130mm)
Diameter - 1/2” (13mm)
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The Keystone Victorian Stone system has a clean uniform appearance that blends
harmoniously with any landscape setting. Ideal for residential and commercial construction,
Keystone Victorian Stone provides unique benefits for both the contractor and homeowner.
Attractive beveled face appearance and designed for medium to large size walls

Granite Blend

Chamois Blend

Red Blend

Mocha Blend
Fiberglass Pins
Length - 5” (130mm)
Diameter - 1/2” (13mm)

Victorian Unit
Imperial: 8”h x 18”w x 12”d
Metric: 203mm x 457mm x 305mm
Wt. / Piece KG (lbs) - 36 (80)
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Corner Unit

4” Coping Unit

Imperial: 8”h x 18”w x 9”d
Metric: 203mm x 457mm x 229mm
Wt. / Piece KG (lbs) - 50 (110)

Uniform

Imperial: 4”h x 18”l x 12”d
Metric: 101mm x 457mm x 305mm
Wt. / Piece KG (lbs) - 28.5 (62.8))

Each Victorian block comes
with two (2) fiberglass pins.
The pins feature 6,400 psi
shear strength and are used
for wall stability and
alignment.

* coping unit available in Charcoal & Common Grey with textured surface on one side or both sides

Splitface
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Brampton Brick
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Be.On Stone
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Canyon Stone Canada
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Masonry
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Masonry
Beautify your home, enhance your commercial building
and create the ultimate first impression with our broad
selection of masonry products. Suitable for interior and
exterior applications, our masonry products come in a

We manufacture our own line of decorative splitface
block as well as distribute internationally recognized
brands of clay brick and stone veneer products.

variety of textures, colors, shapes and sizes, providing
a medley of design options. Revamp your family room
fifireplace, create a memorable entranceway for your
home, compliment your kitchen cabinetry with a stone
backsplash, or accent your siding with an eye-catching
brick chimney. We have everything you need for
residential, commercial and landscape applications.
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Available in a wide spectrum of colors, the splitface block allows a dance of sunlight and
shadow to cross its face, creating an ever-changing and visually appealing exterior for any
structure. Ideal for commercial and public buildings, with a textured surface.

Mocha Blend

Sandstone

Granite

Red

Chamois Blend

Common Grey

Charcoal

Red Blend

Chamois

Mocha

Splitface Unit
We use RainBloc in all of our
masonry and landscape products. The admixture is designed as a water repellent
to reduce the impact of efflorescence.
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Enriching

Imperial: 3.5”h x 7.5”w x15.4”l
Metric: 95mm x 190mm x 390mm
Wt. / Piece KG (lbs) - 12.5 (33.5)

Vivace stone is the first step toward a perfectly coordinated exterior package. Vivace’s
rich, bold colours, multiple sizes, and distinctive slate texture harmonize well with many
of our clay brick and hardscape products, for the ultimate in prestige and curb appeal.

Superior
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Brampton Brick proudly manufactures superior clay brick, brick & stone veneer and cultured
stone. With a manufacturing history dating back to the 1800’s, Brampton Brick has embraced
advancements in technology to become a world-leader in brick & concrete stone manufacturing.
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Elevates
20

Faster to install and more cost effective than other manufactured
stone systems, Be.On Stone is the perfect solution for adding a stone
aesthetic to residential or commercial projects.

Define
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Choosing a rock style to suit a variety of presentations can be a daunting task. Canyon Stone
Canada brings you many siding styles and colour blends that can interchange between rustic to
contemporary style treatments and formal or traditional applications as well. In conjunction with
Canyon Stone Canada we can offer you Natural Stone Veneer, Faux Stone Veneer and Thin Brick
Veneer in a variety of color options to fit all of your project requirements!
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Natural

Masonry Block
We Manufacture 4”, 6”, 8”, 10” & 12” Standard Block
* Standard Units are available in both breakers and stretchers

4” Block

6” Block

8” Block

10” Block

12” Block

When it comes to building, long-lasting structures, find dependable masonry blocks from Concrete Products.
We are a proud member of the Canadian Concrete Masonry Producers Associates (CCMPA).

Speciality Units

Single Bullnose

Double Face
Bullnose

Double End
Bullnose

Knockout

Special Order

Centerscore

U-Block

Standards

Single Bullnose
U-Block

Double Bullnose
U-Block

75% Solid
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Fireplace and Fire Pit Kits
Create character with Fireplace and Fire Pit Kits from Concrete Products.
For those final touches that really make your yard stand out.
These kits are durable and easy to install.

Fire Pit
Sceens Available
for Every
Style

Quarry Stone Fire Pit

Garden Wall Fire Pit

Kit Includes:
Specifications:
4 Colors Available
36 GardenWall Block
22 Cassina Coping Stone 16”H x 59”Diameter
Weight: 1647 lbs
27” Steel Liner

Kit Includes:
36 Quarry Stone
18 Quarry Coping
24” Steel Liner

Specifications:
2 Colors Available
16”H x 49”L
Weight: 1674 lbs

Also available in 4x tiers

Stackstone Fire Pit

Kit Includes:
69 Stackstone Block
23 Stackstone Coping
37” Steel Liner

Countryside Fire Pit

Kit Includes:
36 Quarry Stone
27” Steel Liner
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Specifications:
2 Colors Available
16”H x 44”L
Weight: 1100 lbs

Specifications:
4 Colors Available
12”H x 52”Diameter
Weight: 1600 lbs

Screen Lifters
Also Available

Sleek Fire Pit

Kit Includes:

36 Quarry Stone
27” Steel Liner

Do-It-Yourself

Specifications:
2 Colors Available
16”H x 44”L
Weight: 1100 lbs

Bench & Pillar Kits
For those final touches that really make your yard stand out, try installing Bench or Pillar Kits.
St. John’s Concrete Products has pillar kits made from our Victorian, Quarry Stone and
Pisa2 line of retaining wall block. These kits are durable and easy to install.

Complete-it
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Concrete Products
offers a wide
variety of landscape
edgings, whether
residential or commercial.
Common applications are
landscape
beds,
landsc
maintenance beds,
tree rings, flower
beds, and crushed
stone pathways.
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Installing new walkways or building retaining walls takes more than just rearranging concrete paving
stones and blocks. That’s why Concrete Products carries an array of landscape accessories for
Newfoundland homeowners, contractors, and businesses. We have it all, adhesives, jointing sands,
landscape edging and geogrids for soild reinforcement. We can help by consulting with you on any
residental or commercial job. Let our highly trained team help with your next landscape project.

Geogrid

Strata geogrids are used to reinforce soil with their high
molecular weight and high tenacity polyester yarn. The yarns
are precision knit into a dimensionally stable network of
apertures providing tensile reinforcement capcity in
both directions. Stratagrid is produced in multiple strengths
in order to provide the most efficient design possible.

SG 200
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SG 500

Accessories

Surebond has engineered adhesives
and sealants to exceed the stringent
requirements of industrial
fabrication, construction and
roofing, to retaining walls, pavers and
masonry. Surebond is an industry
leader in the field of architectural
landscape products with a full line of
adhesives, sealers and cleaners.

Tencate Miragrid XT uniaxial georgrids
are high performance woven polyester
and polymer coated geogrids used for
soil reinforcement. Tencate grids are
used in Mechanically Stabilized Earth
applications including internally reinforced
walls, segmental retaining walls, and
steepend slopes.

Capital Precast manufactures structural retaining wall block under a
license agreement with Recon Retaining Walls. Led by a team of engineers and
quality control technicians, coupled with on-site testing laboratories, we produce
only top-quality products and can meet the demands of any client.

Limestone
Rustic
* available in 24”, 39”, 45”, 60”, 66“, 72” and 84”

www.capitalprecast.ca
709.364.5008

Solid
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Pump Truck Services

Commerical & Residential

Stamped & Coloured Concrete

Footings, Foundation Walls & Garage Floors

Concrete Products

Concrete Products, a division of Newcrete Investments is committed to leading and strengthening the concrete
indjustry in Newfoundland and Labrador. With a fleet of over 60 ready mix trucks, concrete pump trucks and
stone slingers we have been providing ready mix concrete to the market for over 70 years. We work hard to
build the evolving landscape of our beautiful province through servicing the oil and gas, mining, hydroelectric and
energy industries, federal/provincial/municipal governments, real estate development and residential markets.
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Ready Mix

Concrete Products

Landscape Product Specifications

We can help you determine your project material needs.
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Masonry Product Specifications
Concrete Products
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Contact us today to enquire about shipping.
Please note: All photographs contained within this catalogue should only be used as a guide.
Contact us directly to see actual samples of our product before making any purchase decision.

Warranty / Terms and Conditions
Concrete Products

Concrete Products 1-Year Warranty

Concrete Products maintains the highest quality standards in manufacturing with a tightly controlled, fully
monitored production environment. Our products are guaranteed to be without material defect. Products deemed
to be defective, will be replaced without cost to the customer. Replacement labour and shipping costs are not
covered under warranty. Color matching of replacement products is not guaranteed. Each production run may vary
slightly in color, even when using precise ratios of coloring agents, water, cement, sand and aggregates. The
warranty is subject to normal ‘residential’ use conditions.

Limitations and Exclusions
The warranty does not apply to damage, deterioration or color change to the products resulting from:
1. Improper installation inconsistent with industry standards
2. Product discoloration from staining, improper sealing, pollution or abrasion
3. Use of chemicals for the process of de-icing
4. Breakage caused by overloading, impact or sub-grade settlement
5. Efflorescence
The warranty only applies to products manufactured by Concrete Products. For warranty information on the product
lines we distribute, please visit the following supplier websites:
www.bramptonbrick.com
www.techo-bloc.com
www.permacon.ca
www.canyonstonecanada.com
www.beonstone.com
www.greatnorthlandscape.com
www.oakspavers.com
www.permaloc.com
www.brickstopedge.com

Industry Standards
Concrete Products meets or exceeds all industry standards including CSA A231.2 and A165 for the manufacturing
of concrete products.

Shipping
Concrete Products requires a minimum of 24 hours notice for deliveries on in-stock items. Deliveries are made
during normal working hours, Monday to Friday from 7am to 5pm. Concrete Products reserves the right to charge
extra for unreasonable delays experienced in unloading on a jobsite.

Product Color

No guarantee is made on exact product color or blend. Customers are advised to purchase all product from the
same production run to ensure consistency. Blended colors should be installed from more than one pallet at a time.

Efflorescence

Control measures are put into place to try and minimize efflorescence in all of our products. All masonry should
use RainBloc ACM Mortar Admixture when mixing mortar. Efflorescence is not a material defect but a surface
phenomenon--- as such, it is not covered under warranty.

Choosing the Right Contractor
You are about to invest in a long-lasting concrete product for a residential or commercial project. The quality of the
finished product is highly dependent on the quality of the contractor selected for installation. Be sure to research
several potential contractors, check for references from previous jobs, and request a warranty on the installation.
Adherence to local building codes is necessary to ensure long-term durability of the products purchased.

Terms & Conditions

Any material returned will be subject to a 5% restocking fee, plus applicable delivery charges.
Pallet charge is $20 each. This will be refunded for a $15 credit, if returned in its original useable condition.
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Order Line: 709.579.3201

Concrete Products

260 East White Hills Rd
St. John’s, Newfoundland
A1B 3M7
P.O. Box 8056, Stn. A
(t) 709-368-3171
(f) 709-739-5681

www.ConcreteProducts.ca
facebook.com/concreteproductsnl

Members of :

